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The Eastern men's
bru>ketbatll team holds off a
late Aurora charge for a
Win.
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SPORTS

Athletics
funds center
of debate
+ Council on University Planning
and Budget discusses expenditures
By John Chambers
ADMIN ISTRAT ION EDITOR

STEP HEN HAAS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO ED ITOR

Students s how excitement during the second half of the Super Bowl on Sunday night. Many students attended parties like this one
on the fifth floor of the north tower of Taylor Hall.

A different kind of sport
• Students gather for Super
Bowl parties, many watch for
commercials more than game
By Tim Martin
CAMPUS EDITOR

Charles Woodson, a cornerback for the
Oakland Raiders, intercepted a pass on the
third possession of Super Bowl XXXVII,
and only a few of the 24 fans s itting in the
Stevenson Lounge noticed.
Although half of the crowd was attentive to the football game, the other half
was holding conversation, oblivious to the
game.
And then the first television break
came.
It was at the moment when the first
wave of commercials arrived that the eyes
of the 24 students became glued to the television.
"I don't watch many football games, but
I really llke the commercials," said Beth
Cavallero, a graduate student dietetics
major. "The Super Bowl is llke an event
within itself.·
Branden Sholty, a freshman business

maj or, also llkes the commercials, if not
for their humor, but their originality.
lhe football gets me excited, but the
commercials only add to it," he said. "You
don't see the same boring commercials
you see all year long."
Students also found entertainment in
areas aside from the football game itself.
"I Jove football, but the half-time show
and the commercials are really great,"
said Julie McKendry, a senior family consumer sciences major. "The half-time
show always has good singers."
Jono Dykstra, a freshman psychology
major, disagreed with McKendry's statement.
"No Doubt, Shania 1\vain and Sting? The
half-time show is obviously not geared
toward college kids, • he said.
As the actions of the group of Stevenson
students show, there are as many people
watching the game for the game as there
are for the half-time shows and commercials.
Kevin McPherson, a senior psychology
major and one of the three planners for
the Stevenson party, said the the universal
participation of the Super Bowl is enough
to compare the day to a holiday.

"I think the Super Bowl is comparative
to a national holiday, llke the Fourth of
JuJy or Christmas," he said
But not every student finds the extracurrtcuJars surrounding Super Bowl to be
a good thing.
"I think the whole thing gets pretty old,"
Evan Frisby, a j unior finance major, said.
"They spend, llke, two weeks, hyping it all
and I think it's all worthless.•
Super Bowl pre-game shows began at
noon and festivities started soon thereafter. Although most students did not
begin their Super Bowl fun at mid-day,
they each had his or her own routine.
"I have been hanging out with friends,
s itting around,· Jono said. "I'll be j umping
from room to room when the game starts."
Frisby said he was having some friends
over, but wasn't buying food because he is
a broke college kid.
Cavallero, who has two roommates
that are also dietetics majors, had the
money for food at her Super Bowl party,
and not surprisingly some of it was
nutritious.
"We have some healthy food around llke
pretzels, veggies and ranch dip, • she said.
SH SPORT +Page 7

A cost report detailing athletic expenditures
delivered to the Council on University Planning
and Budget resulted in a plan for possible fut ure
discussion on the distribution of appropriated university funds.
The report, given Friday by William Weber, assoc iate vice president for academic affairs, showed a
range of $400,000 difference in funds from fiscal
year 97 to FY 02 in athletic costs from appropriated funds. The estimated FY 03 expenditures will be
around $1.3 million.
The funds originate mostly from tuition and tax
revenues, and the report only showed expenses
from two sports accounts.
Each year showed the large portion of expenses
as operating costs involving items such as travel
and constructural services. Other expenses were
under personal services made up of largely
salaries.
Members of the CUPB voiced concern over
whether or not appropriated funds should be distributed to athletics.
The Illinois Board of Higher Education and some
legislators have expressed opposition to the usage
of such funds for athletics.
"EIU is not the only place that subsidizes athletics through appropriated funds," said speech communication
professor
Joe
Heumann.
"Appropriated funds are usually thought of being
outside athletics."
"We should have a philosophical view on the subject ... do we feel that is consistent with the broad
consensus of the legislator?" said Rick Sailors,
director of Eastern's Radio-TV Center. "Does athletics have a position in the distribution of appropriated funds or does it not, and I guess if this council has a position on the matter that will dictate the
next step."
CUPB chair Bob Augustine said he would continue discussion with the council's executive committee and produce something for discussion at a
future council meeting.
A proposal to postpone discussion of a motion to
recommend to interim President Lou Hencken and
the Board of Trustees that some administrative
contracts be reduced from 12 to 11-month contracts failed Friday.
The motion to postpone was introduced because
English professor David Carpenter was unable to
attend the meeting and could not speak on the
issue.
It was denied and the proposal to reduce contract lengths failed after some CUPB members
said the motion did not include enough spectflcs.
SH FUNDS
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Eastern's suicide rate reflects average of one a year
By Caitlin Prendergast
SENIOR REPORTER

Suicide typically happens without warning. All suicidal people are
depressed. Mental health profess ionals are the only people who can
help a suicidal person.
These are common myths associated with suicide, and David
Onestak, director of the Counseling
Center, said understanding the
truths and the warning s igns about
suicide can reduce the risk of the
second leading cause of death
among college students.
An average rate of 7.5 suicides
for every 100,000 enrolled college
students is generally accepted
among universities throughout the

nation, Onestak said.
This means a campus the size of
Eastern will experience at least one
suicide each academic year.
Average statistics from the past
three years support such data.
Four students committed suicide
from 2000 to 2002, two during the
spring 2000 semester and two during the fall 2002 semester.
Last semester, two Eastern students took their own lives. lbdd
Bruns, 21, was found dead outside
his off-campus apartment Sept. 29,
and 19-year-old Brian Ford, a
Student Senate member, died Nov.
9. Both deaths were ruled suicides
by hanging.
"Unfortunately, we're catching
up to our average this year,"

Facts about suicide

+ Suicide is the second most
common cause of death among
college students
+ An average rate is 7.5 suic ides for every 100,000 enrolled
students, so a campus
Eastern's s ize would have one
per academic year
+ Eastern has seen four suic ides between 2000 and 2002,
an average of 1.3 a year

Onestak said. "People that take
their lives are typically not students
we see at the Counseling Center. If
they take the time to come here, the

risk drops dramatically. •
Onestak and his staff counsel
about 600 students every year, and
interact with thousands more
across campus With lectures, workshops, and other outreach programs.
Services at the Counseling
Center are free, although students
are typically limited to eight sessions per semester or 32 sessions
over a student's academic career.
The average number of sessions
per student at the Counseling
Center is three, Onestak said. If a
student has needs beyond the center's services, counseling limits can
be extended, but the Counseling
Center rarely refers students to
advanced treatment facilities.

!here are times I feel we can
move mountains, but sometimes we
still can't reach the students who
are threats to themselves, • Onestak
said.
About 10 percent of students
have suicidal thoughts, he said, and
many universities are taking larger
measures to prevent students from
taking their own lives.

Prevention programs
Other schools, such as the
University of Illinois in ChampaignUrbana, have set up programs to
counter rising suicide rates.
The Suicide Prevention Team, a
program U of I's Counseling Center
SH SU ICI DE +Page 9
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Technology's
effects on history
focus of event
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACT I VI TIE S ED I TOR

The "Technology and Us"
symposium will begin its
spring 2003 sessions with
another double-header.
During the symposium,
EIU faculty will discuss the
effects of technology on history.
Beginning at 7 p.m.
Monday, Newton Key, of
Eastern's history department, will present "Frozen in
time! • in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The talk will focus on how
technology has affected history and history education, a
press release stated.
Immediately
following
Key's presentation, Maj. David
John, of Eastern's ROTC, will
present "Power for Peace, "
showing how technology has
affected the national defense.

If you go
+ What: "Frozen in Time!" A
part of the "Technology and
Us" symposium commemorating the centennial anniversary
of the Eastern's School of
Technology
+ When: 7 p.m. Monday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union
+ Where: Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King J r.
University Union

The talks are two in a series
in
commemoration
of
Eastern's
School
of
Technology's
Centennial
Anniversary.
Admission to both presentations is free and students,
staff, and members of the
community are encouraged to
attend.

Bridge players being
sought for tournament

DAN L EE / STAFF PHOTOGRAP HER

Comedian Pete Dominick performing in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on
Friday night as apart of the "Crazy Days" event held by the University Board.

Comedian shares, jokes
about personal experiences
By Layne Utsinger

By Matthew Kent
ACT I VI TIE S REPORTER

Eastern is currently looking
for students to participate in the
2003 College Bridge Team
Championships, which will begin
next month.
1b participate in the event,
players must have been born in
1977 or later and must be currently be taking at least seven
credit hours this semester, a
press release stated.
Bridge players interested in
being a member of the Eastern
team should contact Leo
the
Math
Comerford
in
Department at 581-3628 or
cflpc@eiu.edu by Jan. 31.
Teams participating in the

tournament will pursue $1,000 in
prize money and an all- expense
paid trip to the finals in Long
Beach, Calif., which takes place
July 18 and 19.
According to a press release,
the two-stage event, with the
first stage being a zonal competition between schools, will be a 28board tournament on the
Internet beginning Feb. 23.
There will be four to six winning teams from the zonal competition and these teams will win
transportation and boarding to
the finals.
This event was last held in
2001 in Toronto, Canada with
nine teams participating in the
zonal competition, a press
release said.
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Witty comments mixed with
unintentional insults were the
order of the night Friday when students reacted to the blunt comedian from New York, Pete Dominick.
Dominick has performed on
MTV and Comedy Central, and he
immediately began his act by comparing "big city life" to Charleston,
asking the audience if Charleston
had the Internet or if the traffic
lights changing would slow it
down.
"The inspiration for my jokes
comes from my personal life experiences,• Dominick said. "I joke
about my hair loss, my cat and the
woman in the gym on a stationary
bike that wears a helmet"
He told jokes about sexual
experiences, reminiscing about
college when he slept on the top
bunk.
"You can never get a girl to
climb the ladder; it's like a curse to
have the top bunk. I finally convince her to come back to my

room, she sees I have the top bunk,
and it's over before it even started,· Dominick said.
Dominick sparked audience
attention when he referred to
something as "retarded.· A few
special education majors in the
audience spoke out and told him
that he was rude, which instantly
started a debate between the provoked audience members and the
comedian that lasted the rest of the
show.
In an effort to calm down the
upset
audience
members,
Dominick joked, "Don't worry
ladies, I'll take you back to the Best
Western tonight and hook up with
you on the top bunk."
At one point during the act, the
heater in the Martin Luther King
Ballroom of the University Union
was so loud, he commented on how
distracting and annoying it was
during a live performance.
"At least it's working,• he said.
"I'm sweating like a priest in a
Chucky Cheese."
Toward the end of his performance, Dominick was obviously dis-

tracted by the photographer,
telling him, "I am not a model," but
preceded to pose in ludicrous
ways, making faces and lifting up
his shirt for the camera
"The show was hilarious, but we
thought the crowd was too hard on
him. The best part was when he
made fun of Charleston and
Mattoon," said Marissa Neitco, sociology major, and Craig Krueger,
education major.
"It's hard to pick out the funniest
part of the show because it was all
so good. I'm really happy with how
it went," said Bill Welter,
University
Board
Comedy
Coordinator.
"The show definitely had its ups
and downs which was part my fault
and part not,• Dominick said. "I try
to acknowledge people in the audience in a positive way because it is
good for the show. I just have to
convince them that I'm being
funny and not rude.
Oh yeah, and put this in the
newspaper, maybe if I would have
stuck to my act the show would
have been funny. "

Banquet features soul food, music
+ Dead/ ine to buy tickets
is Wednesday
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACT IVITIES EDITOR

In addition to the traditional
"Soul Food" menu, this year's
African-American
Heritage
Celebration Banquet will feature
"Reggio the Hoofer," also known
as Reginald McLaughlin.
"Reggio," who recently performed starring roles in "The
Sammy Davis Jr. Story" and
"Beggar's Holiday" in Chicago,
will explore the history of tap
dance by taking audience members through the days of
Vaudeville,
the
Harlem
Renaissance and Broadway musicals. Acrobatic tap, stair tap, the
old soft shoe and "hoofing" will
be portrayed.

McLaughlin is a member of
Maggie Daly's Gallery 37 project
which brings the arts to innercity residents, a press release
stated.
The banquet is held in conjunction with African-American
Heritage Celebration events on
campus.
The annual banquet will be
begin at 6.pm. Saturday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Individuals
interested
in
attending this year's AfricanAmerican Heritage Celebration
Banquet, can purchase tickets
until Wednesday.
Tickets are priced at $12.50,
but are $6 for children ages 6-12
and Eastern students with their
Panther Card.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Martin Luther King Jr.

If you go
+ What: African-American
Heritage Celebration Banquet
+ When: 6 p.m. Saturday
+ Where: Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union
+ Cost: $6 for children ages 612 and Eastern students with
Panther Card, $12.30 for general public
+ Deadline to get tickets is
Wednesday
University Union Ticket Office,
in the west wing of the second
floor, between the hours of 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Those interested in additional
information about the banquet
should phone (217) 581-6692.
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Restaurant owners don't expect to lose profits to KFC/A&W
By Carly Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

Local restaurants aren't too
fearful of Colonel Sanders' competitive threat. KFC/A&W's
opening has not had a strong
effect on Charleston's own Russ
& Lynda's.
Debbie Edwards, a waitress
and cook at Russ and Lynda's ,
said the restaurant is usually
s low this time of year.
"I've noticed a little difference
s ince KFC opened, but this is
part of our slow period anyway,"
she said.
Russ & Lynda's business
should return to normal in the
next couple weeks when the
weather gets a little warmer,
Edwards said. The restaurant's
s low period usually lasts about a
month or so.
"I can see KFC being a little
competitive because they have
more of a variety of chicken,"
Edwards said.
Otherwise, she doesn't foresee
a drastic change in customers.
"We still get a lot of out-oftowners who seem to leave very
pleased," she said.
KFC/A&W does not exactly
have the s it-down restaurant
atmosphere of Russ & Lynda's or
other home-town establishment,
so it is unlikely to distract that
bracket of customers.
The fast food style of the
KFC/A&W is not appealing
enough to sway away people who

STEPHEN HAAS / ASS OCI ATE PH OTO EDITOR

Debbie Edwards and Trista Calhoun clean tables as closing time rapidly approaches at Russ & Lynda's restaurant on Lincoln Avenue Sunday evening.
Both waitresses agree the new KFC has not affected business at all.
are interested in a sit-down meal
like Russ & Lynda's can supply.
"People who come here regularly have and, most likely, will

continue doing that," Edwards
said.
The local crowd of "regulars"
still remains faithful to Russ

and Lynda's despite the new
opportunity for fast fried
chicken and the variety of
other choices offered by

KFC/A&W.
Rather
than
a
threat,
KFC/A&W seems to be j ust
another dining selection.

Not all bars preventing entrance of minors
didn't admit minors.
"We try to do an excellent j ob
of keeping minors out because
that's the law," McGugan said.
"We're going to double the number of doormen we have, and we
a lready have cameras at the
door."
But the findings of last
month's
Charleston
Police
Department compliance checks
of 10 bars proved otherwise.
The Uptowner was one of six
establishments that failed the

By Nate Bloomquist
NEWS EDITOR

Local tavern owner Kevin
McGugan was surprised to discover that an important piece of
information he thought was
already common knowledge
among his employees had, in reality, not been acknowledged.
McGugan, owner of The
Uptowner Bar and Grill, which is
located on the Square, said
Saturday he thought his business
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checks that involved sending an
underaged informant into bars.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
said previously he didn't use the
checks out of respect to the
establishment. He said that
respect has since been lost.
Uptowner, Ike's , Stix, The
Station, Marty's and the Icy Mug
all failed a Dec. 14 compliance
check.
All establishments except for
Marty's accepted the charges
and were fined $1 ,000 and will

serve a two-day liquor license
suspension Feb. 6-7.
Marty's owner Dave Kinnaird
denied the charges at an earlier
liquor commission hearing but
dropped his denial at Thursday's
hearing.
Because of a state law giving
taverns 20 days to appeal penalties assessed, Marty's will serve
a two-day suspension Feb. 13-14
and also will be fined $1 ,000.
Kinnaird declined comment
Sunday about potentially gain-

ing more business on the days
the other Charleston bars are
closed.
"I think the mayor did what he
thought was right," McGugan
said. "I think we have to pay the
consequences of what happened.
It was fair. "
Representatives
at
Stix
declined comment Saturday.
Jerry 's Pizza & Pub, Mad
Hatter's Tea, Roc's Blackfront
and Stu's passed the compliance
checks.
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EDITORIAL

UBmust

make fair
decision
Nothing justifies going through the motions of
being fair and diplomatic if you're not sincere
about it.
The University Board Concert Committee has
run into its share of problems and is not fixing
them very well.
The UB has opened up its concert committee
chair position following the forced resignation of
former chair Bud Wierenga and the discovery
that giving the position to Donna Fernandez without the vote of the members of
the executive committees was At issue
UB filling the
in violation if its bylaws.
open concert
While the position is opened coordinator
up to the entire student body,
position
UB Chair Caleb Judy already
Our stance
has said Fernandez is the best
UB should have
person for the j ob. That state!jven students
more tine to
ment is premature and unfair
apply and
to other candidates.
should allow
Besides already praising
committee
one candidate, the UB is not
members to
giving other students enough
have a voice.
time or notice to apply.
Obviously, the UB wants to find the right person to fill the position of concert coordinator, but
it should not rush through the application process
j ust because it made a few mistakes along the
way. It must right the ship and start the process
over, ensuring interested students get a fair shot
at securing the position.
The position j ust opened up at the end oflast
week, but applications are already due by 4 p.m.
today.
People are upset and unhappy with the present
situation of the concert committee. Committee
members expressed their disgust when
Fernandez was left as chair by signing a Jetter
demanding Fernandez's resignation. Several
members even have threatened to resign.
Committee members should have a say in who
receives the position of concert committee chair.
As it is now, other committee chairs vote on a new
chair. Current members do not get to vote, but
they should.
Committee members are the individuals who
have to work with the coordinator, and therefore,
they should get an equal opportunity to assist in
choosing who should be in the position.
UB concert committee needs a chair. Through
controversy, forced resignations, broken bylaws
and unhappiness, something positive needs to be
the end result. This chaos needs to be set straight
for the students. The mess needs to be cleaned up,
but the UB should not j ust go through the motions.
Potential candidates should be given more time,
and committee members should get a vote, too.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Karen Kirr
Editorial page
editor and
bi-weekly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Kirr also is a
junior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 a
ke!OO'<ii>eiu.edu

Budget woes continue to force
Americans to tighten their belts
by means of trimming their
spending. Seemingly every family, business and company is being
crippled by the cuts.
Since 9/11, likely no two words
have been quite as common or
over-used as budget cuts.They are
the reason your college tuition bill
has packed a few extra numbers
before the decimal point, they
may be the reason you are slaving
at a local fast food j oint to make
ends meet, they are part of the
reason negotiations between faculty and administrators still have
yet to settle on a new three-year
faculty contract and those cuts
are the reason students and residents may be dolling out 6.75 percent in sales taxes rather than the
current 6.25 percent after the
City Council unanimously
approved the tax referendum
Thesday for the April ballot.
Although students may balk in
disgust at the effects the economy has had on them in more ways
than what's listed above, it can be
said as college students, we are
the lucky ones right now.
Sure, it is easy to complain about
having to be extremely frugal and
about all the quarrels our university seems to be engaged in
regarding budget matters, but
students are probably not drastically suffering.
Granted, the future repercussions of the state of our economy
today may unfortunately put
some students in uncomfortable
or heart-wrenching financial situations, but for at least right now,
college-level students are the winners. They are the ones who are
gaining invaluable knowledge and

"Most of us may be
out-of-towners, but we
still comprise half of
this town."
not the ones who are fighting
tooth and nail for a job in such a
stringent job market.
On the other hand, students in a
hand full of rural school districts
nation-wide may not be so lucky.
In Colorado, Arizona, Louisiana,
Kansas, Michigan, New Mexico,
Oregon, South Dakota, Wyoming
and Wisconsin school districts
now have classes conducted a
mere four days a week. And last
week, the Charleston Times
Courter reported Mattoon school
districts may follow suit sooner
than later.
Even though people are
undoubtedly keenly aware of
budget scale backs and the illeffects, perhaps Mayor Dan
Cougill might want to take a stand
on Charleston's dreary economic
situation.
Most of us may be out-of-towners, but we still comprise half of
this town. The city's increased tax
proposal obviously will generate
some revenue, but if the mayor
got creative, and didn't give students the impression he was
shunning or ignoring them so
often, there's a chance the budget
would perk up even more so.
In recent weeks, noticing other
mayors inviting their states and
communities to help fight budget
cuts in order to prevent an
increase in state property taxes
was uplifting.

Most mayors can't afford to
embrace only $1 of their $195,000
yearly paycheck like New York
multimillionaire Mayor Michael
Bloomberg, but using their
charismatic personalities to
attract patron donations has
helped rejuvenate several cities'
budgets.
According to a recent USA
Thday article, York, Penn. Mayor
John Brenner asked townspeople
to donate $3.32 a piece, "about the
cost of McDonald's Happy Meal,"
to help reduce cuts in various city
services, he said. He has proudly
watched the city receive $85,000
since last month.
Some other city mayors are
simply asking for a $1-per-person
donation to help offset costs.
Simply informing citizens their
assistance would greatly be
appreciated to help fight a lifeless
economy demonstrates mayors
have faith in their cities while
also showing they believe teamwork can substantially help the
city as a whole fight budget cuts.
Asking residents for a tiny bit
of financial assistance may not
pan out here, but at the very least,
it shows the mayor is concerned
for citizens and wants to exhaust
every avenue to help prevent
future city service costs from rising.
A tax increase is not a longterm answer for the Charleston's
budget troubles. Perhaps it is
time to involve citizens in on what
a reasonable answer to those troubles would be. This is a close knit
town despite so many inhabitants
being college students, but if their
help is never called upon, the
impact they could have will forever be a mystery.
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YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

No cause for negotiation optimism
Please tell me I'm wrong.
After many months of negotiation between the faculty
union and the administration,
the administration's proposal
calls for no salary increase.
And, in all likelihood, no
salary increase for the following two years after that.
Is this not a serious
offer, or does the administration expect the faculty
to agree to a three year
salary freeze? The answer
is irrelevant.
Negotiators continue to
talk of optimism; however,
there is no cause for optimism if this is the current
state of affairs.

Although not a union
activist by any stretch of
the imagination, I find
myself being pushed, reluctantly, into that camp.
At this point, I see no
alternative.
Jonathon Blitz
Chemistry professor

Alcohol issue needed
further research
I'm responding to the column "Alcohol ads are desp icable"
published
in
Thursday 's edition of The
Daily Eastern News. I can

see how a woman would
not appreciate the Miller
beer ads and the Coors
Light ads, but sex sells to
men between the ages of 21
through 34. Also, you rant
and rave about these ads
and then turn the blame on
date rape.
Beer ads are not to
b lame for date rape. I
agree it's a terrible thing,
but b lame the drunk guys,

and also, maybe the women
should make smarter decisions.
Learn to separate things
that don't compare to each
other. Beer ads do not
cause date rape or sexual
assault.
Nice try, but do some
more research.
Gene Filippo
Alumni

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston ll
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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BOT to discuss network,
improvement projects today
The proposal does not list what com• BOT also will hear proposal
pany may be installing the turf.
for University Court sprinkler
The BOT also wlll hear a report to
system and new football field turf make the honors program an honors colBy John Chambers
ADMINISTRAT ION EDITOR

DAN LEE / STAFF PHOTOGRAP HER

Soul strumming
Jahkiya Saunders on vocals and keyboard Oeft), and Stann Champion o n guitar and vocals
from Roots Rock Society perform Friday night in the Martin Luther king Jr University Union
ballroom as a part of t he "Crazy days" event held by the University Board.

Jurors for Mertz trial to be
selected, divided into groups
tionlng," Ferguson said.
One group will then be examined dally
until 12 j urors and two alternates can be
selected.
Prospective jurors wlll be questioned
about their perspectives on the death penalty,
the moratorium and all other relative factors
for this trial
"The selection committee will be looking
for the most fair and impartial persons to
serve as j urors," Ferguson said.
No professional requests have been made
to postpone or adjust j ury selection from the
generally accepted process. "No one has
made any motions to sequesterj urors so far,"
he said.
Ferguson said he does not know when
selection will be complete but the trial is
scheduled to begin following selection.
Mertz is accused of murdering fellow student Shannon McNamara June 12, 2001.
Pollee reports allege he broke into her Fourth
Street apartment, strangled her to death,
then stabbed and sexually assaulted her
post mortem.

By Carly Mullady
CITY ED ITOR

Jury selection for the capital murder trial
of former Eastern student Anthony B. Mertz
is scheduled to begln Monday. Last week's pretrial hearing cleared a path toward trial preparation
Considering the extent of the crime, jurors
will be chosen through the typical ctimlnal

court
process, State's Attorney Steve
Ferguson said.
"More people have been brought in, but
that is about the only difference," he said.
Coles County Circuit Court Judge Dale
Clnl approved and denied flnaJ motions last
Thesday, and j ury selection is expected to
remain on schedule.
Mertz, 26, could face the death penalty if
convicted because of the extreme nature of
thecrtme.
People will be selected from jury pools and
divided into approximately five groups.
"Judge Clnl will call people in groups of
probably 12 to sit in the jury box for ques-

UNIC>N HAIR
SALC>N
Tuesday- Friday

Eastern's Board of Trustees Monday
wlll discuss a network contract purchase
as well as two capital improvement proj ects.
The BOT wlll hear a proposal for a
service agreement with Teng &
Associates, Inc., out of Chicago, to
upgrade the campus network infrastructure.
The services wlll include schematic
design and development, writing specifications, receiving and analyzing submittals, construction observation and overseeing the contract administration,
according to a group packet proposal to
the BOT.
An agreement for a telephone
fundraising agreement wlll provide telemarketing services in conjunction with
the University's fundraising campaign.
The vendor to be used in the agreement
wlll be announced at the meeting.
Both recommendations for purchase
are for $250,000 or more.
A proposal for a University Court
sprinkler system and new football field
turf wlll be introduced as non-instructional capital improvement projects.
The sprinkler system is estimated at
$1.2 mlllion for the installation of fire
protection system in the 11 apartment
buildings. The project is proposed to be
finished in five of the buildings by summer 2003 and the rest in summer 2004,
when the buildings are vacant.
An estimated field proposal of
$750,000 wlll replace the grass at
O'Brien field with artificial turf to
reduce maintenance costs and improve
safety. The artificial turf wlll replace the
field and out-of-bound areas, which wlll
allow the field to be used for marching
band practice and intramurals as well as
football games.
Around $400,000 has been raised
through private fundraising to fund the
turf, Director of Athletics Rich
McDuffie previously told The Dally
Eastern News. He said the university
also could receive grant money from the
state for using recycled material.

Happy 21st Brie!

10:00am-2:00pm
6:00pm-1 O:OOpm

D~y
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~"-i~~Ufli$1

For appointments call 581-7148
Stop by and check-out special
coupons availablefor relaxes,
haircuts & shampoo/style!

-~arty'
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10:00am-4:00pm

Tu~sday-Satf!UIJrrrday Wa~t-- mns We~oome

!Drum n~

UNBELIE VABLE MONDAY@

ienna Ch.icag~
Style Hot Dog~
Loaded w/ Fries

( By Appt. Only)

Every Saturday

lege.
The college wlll "help promote the
academic excellence of the university
and the prestige of its honors programs,
.. . help the university continue to recruit
the best and brightest students in an
increasingly competitive environment ...
and facilitate institutional development
and fund raising activities in direct support of its honors program, " according
to a proposal for the college.
Eastern's honors program has been in
place s ince 1981, and the implementation of an honors college wlll include
additional costs including expenses for
new signs, letterhead and campus listings.
The same faculty services of the academic colleges and departments wlll be
used in the college.
Other benefits of the college are listed
as expanding the current administration
of the Undergraduate Research
Program, improving academic advis ing
and counseling for honors students and
helping to continue a national trend of
honors colleges among state universities.
A revis ion to the board regulations for
employee moving and relocation
expenses wlll be proposed.
The revis ion wlll eliminate a limit on
expenses incurred in such incidents as
travel or relocation costs for full-time
facu lty or administrative and civil service positions. Currently, the expenses
cannot be larger than actual expenses or
$2,000 without the approval of the university president.
The faculty wlll hold a "demonstration
of concern" Monday at the start of the
meeting, especially s ince the BOT is not
directly involved in the process of negotiations, said John Allison, active chief
negotiator for Eastern's chapter of the
University Professionals of Illinois.
As negotiations continue in the 11th
month for a new faculty contract,
Alllson said the demonstration wlll show
the UPI is not a "faceless abstraction,
but real people ."
The BOT wlll meet at 8:30 a .m .
Monday in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

.,_..,.cJIIII,

$1 . 50 Bottl es & $

COMING SOON

Ride 'em Cowgirl
Love, Your Roomies

GO\NG,ALMOsr G

0° Park Place Apts

•

Come see our newly recarpeted apartments!
• Free Trash • Balconies
• Parking
• Laundry Fac.

When location matters, call us!
Contact Lindsey @ 348-14 79

WIN SPRINGBREAK uMUJu-

ESA Spring 2003

01\t~
••

~:\.'\.e!-

!!y.~!! s ·HJ
6-8pm Info Night 1...:~~----.J
Kansas Room
W ednesday, Jan. 29
5:30-7pm Business Meeting
Effingham Room
Thursday, Jan. 30
6-8pm C r aft Night
Schahner Room
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Plow away!
University workers plow snow from the street between Booth Library and Coleman Hall on Sunday morning. The Charleston area recieved a light dusting of snow late Saturday night.
According to Dalias Price, local weather observer, we recieved about an inch, but that brings our total for the month to six and a half inches.

Eastern grad to appear on CBS's 'Survivor'
By Amber Jenne
STAFF WR ITER

Nine years ago, Olney Middle
School principal Butch Lockley
was busy receiving his master's
degree from Eastern.
Now he is one of 16 contestants
in the new season of the CBS television show "Survivor. •
Lockley, a district transportation/building and grounds coordinator, recently returned from
South America to his faculty, students and family after competing
in the sixth edition of "Survivor. •
Series host Jeff Probst, according to the St. Louts Post-Dispatch ,
gave insight to Lockley's character.
"Butch is a principal with principles,· Probst said. "He said right

off that he
wouldn't
do
to
anything
embarrass
himself,
his
family or his
school."
The 50-yearold
Lockley
told CBS he
wanted to be on "Survivor"
because he loves competition,
challenges, the outdoors and a
chance to win money.
Lockley also said if he won the
$1 million, he will purchase a fourwheel-drive pickup.
Melissa Schneider, a first grade
teacher at Olney, said in his audition tape Lockley dressed up like
an albino squirrel, a creature
known to be inhabited in Olney, a

Feb 24th to 27th
9 am to 6 pm
Union Walkway

Richland County town of around
9,000 about 100 miles south of
Charleston.
Sixth grade teacher Kendra
Page said she was not surprised
when she heard about Lockley's
selection as a contestant on
Survivor.
"He is a real leader and fair
player with everything he does,•
Page said. "He's always watched
and been interested in the show, so
I'm sure he will do real well.•
Page said Lockley could not,
and did not say why, or where he
was going.
"He just said he would be gone
for a while, and nothing else," she
said. "Even though he couldn't tell
us any specifics, we (the faculty)
thought that he may try something like this. He is just that type

of guy - adventurous and outgoing."
Schneider said it came as no
surprise to her that Lockley was
selected.
"He has always been really
vocal and likes to be in the spotlight,• she said.
At Olney Middle School, Page
said "Survivor" parties are
already being planned and students are excited about watching
the show.
The first graders are not aware
what's going on, said Schneider,
but we (the teachers) show them
his picture on the Internet.
"All they say is 'that's so cool,'"
she said. "They are excited to see
someone they know on television.·
According to CBS.com, qualified candidates for "Survivor"

include selecting a diverse group
of men and women who represent
a broad cross-section of society.
Contestants must be in excellent mental and physical health to
be able to cope with the extreme
change in environment and the
tension of the competition and
should be strong-willed, outgoing,
adventurous and have interesting
lifestyles, backgrounds and personalities.
In "Survivor: The Amazon,"
teams are divided into men,
women,
the
Tambaqui
tribewomen and the Jabaru tribe.
Lockley is unavailable for comment until CBS gives him the goahead to talk with members of
the news media. The show's first
program airs at 7 p.m. Feb. 13 on
CBS.

Call581·2812 for appointment
$5 for Seniors
$4 for Underclassmen

Monday, January 27, 2003
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Student Senate views semester goals as longshots
By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Speaker of the Senate Bill
Davidson said many of the Student
Senate's goals for the semester
won't be easy to achieve.
He said some goals will be more
difficult to attain.
The Student Senate will work on
registering students to vote, with
voting drives later in the semester.
As a result of surveys compiled
from last semester, the Student
Senate will try to extend library
hours, especially during finals
week. One of their early resolutions
for staffing the extended hours
would be to employ members of the
Greek community, which must perform mandatoty community serv-

ice hours.
The 7th Street Underground will
breathe new life - if Student
Senate's goals go according to
plan. Plans for the facility would
include Monday Night Football
parties during the football season,
and the addition of pool and foosball tables. If finances are
secured,
the
7th
Street
Underground could receive better
lighting.
"We want it to be a place where
friends can meet up and enjoy college life,• Davidson said.
The meal plan situation has
often been a concern for students,
so the Student Senate is currently
looking into reevaluating the system.
"If you pay for 15 meals, you

should get 15 meals; if you miss
one, it should carry over, •
Davidson said.
Another concern voiced by students that Student Senate will look
into is the campus movie channel.
Student Senate will address technical difficulties, and look for student input on movie selection.
The Student Senate is also looking at a universal payment
method for printing at all of the
computer labs on campus. They
will tackle smoking concerns as
well, including the proper disposal
of cigarette buts and the enforcement of adopted laws.
Transportation has been a
major concern of students, which
Student Senate will try to address.
"Right now, the Illinois

Swallows and Suburban Express
lines do not run south of
Charleston, this is a big inconvenience for students that live south
of Charleston. We hope that we
can work out an arrangement with
those companies," Davidson said.
Luring restaurant chains and
big businesses to Charleston will
be a target for the Student Senate,
which will include letter writing
campaigns.
"Efforts made by past Student
Government and City Officials
have failed, we need to pick up
the ball and run with it,·
Davidson said.
The Student Senate will also
host forums to receive input on
student fees, and living conditions for off-campus students,

Student Action Team continues lobbying
By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Under the umbrella of committees within Student Senate, the
Student Action Team has been lobbying on Eastern's behalf since
1996.
Marty Ruhaak, student vice
president for public affairs also is
chair of the Student Action Tham.
"It's a student-run group that
basically lobbies on behalf of issues
down in Sprtngfield. Most of those
issues are money,· Ruhaak said
Vice President for External
Relations Jill Nilsen has served
in an advisoty role to the group
since it began.
"The group was formulated by
Student Senate to provide a student voice in Springfield for EIU.
Over the years, it has been an
active and effective voice that
has worked hard to communicate
to legislators in the General
Assembly." Nilsen said.
Nilsen has helped the team

with lobbying techniques, has
introduced students to legislators and has gone over lobbying
strategy with the group, and has
helped to organize the trips.
"I try to provide the group
with as much background information as I can before they begin
lobbying." Nilsen said.
The team has been especially
busy with the current budget situation.
"We're concerned with how
much we're going to get for the
budget, for academics career
maintenance, capital development. We've also done things like
faculty salary, and education
schools,• Ruhaak said.
The team does a lot of things
throughout the year other than
making trips to the state capitol.
"Usually we have a group of
twenty students approximately
each year that do all the work
behind the scenes of lobbying,
like letter writing, and phone
calls to legislators," Ruhaak said.

The group began with 30 students first semester comprised
of student senate members and
non-senator's .
"This semester that kind of
dropped off when we lost people
to graduation, some people just
didn't have time to make the
meetings this semester. We're
down to a little bit below twenty,•
Ruhaak said.
Ruhaak, who is in his third
year on the team thinks the
group has never been more
active.
"I think its a group with a lot of
potential; I think in years past
people haven't had as much
involvement and participation as
we do this year,• Ruhaak said.
The team went on two trips
last semester. The first trip of
the semester to Springfield is
scheduled for Feb. 19.
"It's not going to be tentative
much longer; it's pretty much
set in stone. It will be like EIU
day at the capitol for a while on
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LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO TOWERS
(PG13)DAlLY 6:45
THEHOT CHICK (PG13) Daily7:00

Monday, Jan . 27, 7 :00pm
1255 Coleman Hall
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KANGAROO JACK ( P G)
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A GUY THING (PG13)
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NATIONAL SECURITY ( P G13)
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ABOUT SCHMIDT (R)
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Oil., WBE&
FIL'IER

..,
KENDALL or
MOBILE OIL
Lube (where applicable)
new filter & up to 5 quarts
major brand oil. Most cars.
Special diesel oil & filter extra
No other discounts apply.
Free 21 pt. safety check.
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417 Madison Ave.
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expires 3/1 /03

IT RE.OUY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A 1RY

the 19th." Ruhaak said. "There
will be research proj ects going
down at the education college
legislators will visit with them.
We can brag about Eastern.
There will be individual classes
going on, and seminars."
Although Ruhaak thinks it is
hard to gauge the success of the
team, he said its presence has
been felt .
"A lot of legislators tell us that
it is good for us to be down there
and it's good to see students that
are professional lobbyists,·
Ruhaak said.
For students interested in the
team, j oining is informal and is
open to everyone.
"We don't go through a rigorous interview process as long as
you sign a piece of paper that
has your name on it and go to the
meetings you can join. The more
the merrier, • Ruhaak said.
The team meets bimonthly.
For more information call
Ruhaak at 581-7669.

rating their landlords and the
buildings where they live.
Surveys and suggestion boxes
will also be more readily available to gauge student satisfaction. The Student Senate will also
work to add teachers' names to
the PAWS system, as well as a
link to information about the
teacher.
While new stops could be on
the way for the shuttle bus, weekend trips could be added to
Thscola and Champaign. Student
Senate will also talk to bar owners about the possibility of paying for extended shuttle bus
service up and down Fourth and
Seventh streets and around the
square.

Sport:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"But we're gonna order some pizza,
and it's not going to be veggie. •
Greg Magnus, owner of
Chubby's Pizza, said Super Bowl
Sunday is the second busiest day of
the year to Homecoming weekend.
"Oh yeah, it's definitely busier
today," he said. "It's like three or
four times busier. It gets really
busy before the game and slows
down, but will speed up during
half-time."
J .D. Sowers, a manager at the
County Market grocety store in
Charleston, said it seemed like
there were more customers buying
snacks Sunday.
Although a majority of students
choose to eat pizza and relax while
waiting for Super Bowl kick-off,
others chose another, colder way to
get ready for the game.
"Me and my buddies were actually outside on the quad playing football,· Sholty said "It was okay until
you got tackled and got snow on
your hands and in your pants ... and
the ground was pretty hard, too."
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CLASSIFIED

A. D~ VERTISING

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA. national
leadership & honors organization.
is seeking motivated & committed
students to begin a chapter on
campus. 3.0 GPA required. Reply
to info@salhonors.org

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. 1509 S.
2nd; 3 bdrm furnished apts.. low
utilities-Leasing for Spring and Fall.
2003 Semesters Call 345-3583.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1127

Effeciency apt. for one. small but
nice. starting fall '03 $375/ month
includes utilities. close to Old
Main 345-4185 Leave me a msg
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/ 30

Extremely nice 3 BR home. WI D
included. Close to campus.
345..9267

Large 3 bedroom 2 bath apt..
Great location ...• Starting Fall 03,
10 or 12 Mo Lease $975/mo
includes utilities 345-4185
1/ 30
1 bd:-:-rm---=.f:-or--:1:-o-r-=2--"'1o=-or---=1-=2-month

North side. on the square. 2 bedroom. one loft. skylight. heat.
water. trash/nice. Need 3 people.
348-7733.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/ 31
Now leasing for Fall 03, various
apts. also 3 & 4 BR houses.
897.6266
- - , . . - - - - - - - 1 / 31
Houses 3 & 4 bedroom; Apts. 1 &
2 bedrooms. 10 - 12 month leases. No Pets. 345-4602.
--:-:--:-----:-----1/ 31
Looking for students to rent 3 br
house for fall semester. 1814 12th
st. Central air. $765 a month. call
847-395-7640.
____________.2/ 4
Houses near campus available.
3.4 or 6 bdrm. 348-0712
2/ 4
N...,O.,...W--LE=-A--=S,....,
IN-G:--::
F-=-o-=-R--:2,.,-00.,...3:--.,.-200
. 4

5 BR House. Available Fal 2003. A/C,
WID. ~ofSquarePhone345-9665
,....-.,....,..-,.,...-..,,--------..,:- 2/7
Fall 2003. Close to campus. 5 bedroom. WI D. A/C. Low utilities.
Trash incl. $1200/month. 348-0614
-----,..-..,-----,.....,-----,---,-:-2/7
FALL 2003: 3.2. BEDROOM
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.1026 EDGAR DR.. 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT 348-5032
-----,-.,...,..-___,-2/10
On square 2 BR. partially furnished apt. Available now. summer. fall. Various leases required.
Call 345.4336

1 person looking for a roomy apt? Try
this 2 BR priced for one @ $350/mo.
Cable 1V and water ild. 345-4489.
IM:xx:f Rentals. Jim Wood. Realta.
2/ 28
BR::-:ITT=A-:-:N::-:Y-=RI=D-=G-=E--:T=cO:-:W:-:N::-:cH
:-:-:::OUSES. NEW CARPET. VINYL.
DSUphone/ cable outlets. Best
floorplan. best prices! 345-4489.
Wood Rentals. Jim Wood, Realtor.

=-=-----=----:--:-:-::2/ 11
2 BR apts near Buzzard. $460/ 12
months. water incl. Low utilities.
AIC. coin laundry. ample parking.
345 -4489. Wood Rentals. Jim
Wood, Realtor.

HOUSE: For 4-5 persons. unbeatable floor plan. 4 BR. deck. central air. w/ d, dishwasher. garbage
disposal. 2 1/2 baths. Trash and
paved parking included. near
campus. local responsive landlord. From $188 -$225/ person.
Available in May. lease length
negotiable. 217-246-3083

---=----:----:---=1/ 31
Summer Employment At Camp
Lakewood: Summer of your
life ... change your life and the lives
of the kids you work with. Meet
Sven ON CAMPUS on February
1-5 at 12:00 p.m. at the student
union entrance.. Call 217 -3485916 for more information
www.camplakewod.org
----,--------..,2/7
Looking for someone to build an
awesome website and monthly
maintenance. Call Yvette at
Unique Homes 345-5022 or email at yvette@unique-homes.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/7
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
2/ 11
CA__L_L_N-=-0--W--!!.....
! --,C,-.,0:-N--,S,-.,0:-L-,ID:-cATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/ HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

---,.....---,--,~----00

Tutor Needed: For cash. honors
calculus for senior high school
student. Call Cathy at 235-2691 .

--------~00

FOR

RENT

-=-=--=------=---1/28
2 BR Fum apts. WI D included.
Close to campus. 345.9267
..,..-,-------1/28
3 BR house near campus. AIC.
attached garage. $720/ month.
348.0712
1/28
r _r_ent--:3:-b:--:1-oc....,.k-sfrom
3 :--:H-ou_se_s---,-fo_
Old Main. 2. 3 bedroom for 3 students. WI D. 10 month lease $250
each. 1. 2 bedroom for 2 students. 10 month lease $275 each.
549-7242
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/28
Fall 2003 New 3 bedroom. 2 bath
duplex. deck. yard, w/ d, 2 blocks
from campus. 348-0394.

------.,..------=-~1/29

Renting now for fall of 2003. 1
bedroom and 4 bedroom houses.
Within walking d istance of
Eastern. Call 345-2467
1/ 30

SCHOOL YEAR. 5 Bedroom
House. Close to campus. Nice
yard and good parking . Call 3457355.
---:-:----:---,-----:---·2/ 5
FALL 03: 2bdrm downstairs
house. 10 or 12 month lease 348
76981v. msg
2/6
FA::-L:-L-::2-=-oo=-=3=-:-=3--::b-d:-rm-.--=h-o-u-se-close
to campus. 10 or 12 month lease
348-7698
Fall 2003. Close to campus. Nice
3 bedroom house. 3-4 girls. CIA.
WI D. Low utilities. Trash included.
$850/ month. 348-0614
2/7

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• L o t s o f s p a ce
• Swimming p oo l
• V o lleyba ll c o urt

J -.

~

Apartments for 1 or 2 residents

v

Houses for groups of 3 & 4

.Jirn Wood . Realtor

---=---------1/27
UVE ALONE! One bedroom apartment
near campus. reasonable. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1127

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

~

Classified ad form

Student: D Yes D No

Under classification of:
Expirationcode (offiCe use only):
Compositor: _ _

No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment Check No.

Dates to run:

Ad to read:

30cents per wordfrst day ad runs. 10cents per word each conseetiive day
lh11eafter. 25 ceris per word fiSt day for students Wfh vaidID. and 10 cents per word
each conseetiive day afte!Ward. 15wordmllimum.
DEADUNE2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the ri~t toed~ or refuse ads considered li>elous or inbad taste.

----,------:---::-=-=-::-:::2128
2 bedroom upstairs apt. 2081/2 6th.
3 bedroom house 501 Taylor (4 person). 4 bedroom apt. 202 1/2 6th 34 person. For information on these
listings please call 345-6011 after
5:30. Call 345-9462 ask for Larry.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/ 28

CAMPUS CLIPS
ACEI meeting tonight at 7pm in Buzzard 1103. Informational meeting.
Will count as points meeting.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large group meeting
tonight 7:30pm. Have you always wondered what we are about? Come
j oin us to hear our mission statement .
HISTORY CLUB meeting tonight at 6pm in Coleman 2761 . First meeting of semester. All majors welcome.
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER BACCHUS Meeting on
1/ 27 at 7:00pm in the Greenup Room. Join BACCHUS this evening to
find out more on how you can become a Certified Peer Educator.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Informational on Jan 27. 2003 at 77 p .m . in 1255
Coleman Hall

Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people

The Daily Eastern News

:-=----::-:-::-:-:--:---=-~2/28

2BR apt. 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl. central a/ c. come balconies. $230/ person. 345-4489.
Wood Rentals. J im Wood, Realtor.
,..,-----------:...,---~2/28
2BR moneysaver @ $190/person.
Cable & water incl. Don't miss it.
345 -4489. Wood Rentals. Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/ 28

=-=--:-------:-::-::--:--:----'2/ 28
3 BR house with 2 baths. a/ c, &
w/ d . Available Fall 2003. Call
232.8936
2/ 28
BR""I=TT=-A-N-Y--=-R-=ID-=G-=E:----=T,..,...O.W N-

WESLEY FOUNDATION Fireside Chat tonight at 9pm in Wesley
Foundation. across 4th from Lawson. Just come over and chat with
other students and the campus pastor about whatever you'd like to talk
about.

~
AcrossfromCarmenHall ~
~ ,_-<;:-.~
345-6000
lJi-·~

--------------1/24
Available Now! 1 BR apt. 1542 4th
St. All electric. cent air. very nice.
no pets. $450/ mo 345.7286
1/24
7
NO:-:W:-:-:L-::E:-::A-=S::IN:-::G:--=FO=-::-R--:2:-::00
3::-c-2004
School Year. 5 Bdrm I 2 Bath I 2
Kitchens. Furnished. 1531 1st
Street. Call 345-7262 or 259-7262

Personacceptingad:

8.01 .03 4 BR. 2 BA. Gar.• WI D..
10/ 12 Month lease Call 348-0959
Lv. msg
------___,-..,.---1/ 31
4 bedroom house. efficiencies
available. 1 block from campus
Call 728-8709
-:--:---:----:-----=-1/ 31
2 blocks from campus. 5 BR.
possibly 6 BR house. $250/mo.
1061 7th St. Call217.728.4404
1/ 31

Ljncolnwood pj-.~~~~.••..~~~~.
Apartments

1546 3rd St. Charleston. Available
8/ 1/03. 4 BR. 2 Bath. Garage.
WI D. 10/ 12 month lease. Call
348-0959. Leave message.

Name:
Address:
Phone:

lease starting starting fall 03$450/mo. includes utilities. great
location 345-4185 Leave message
..,....,..........----,-----,---,--1130
912 Division. 3 bdrm . Avail June
$570/ Month Trash Paid Plus.
$570 deposit
1/ 31
15,.,.46::-::-3r--:d-::S:-t.. c=-=h-a--=rl-es-to_n_A=-v~ailable

ETA SIGMA GAMMA: Informational Meeting tomorrow night at 7 p.m.
in Lantz 1160- FREE FOOD!
MATH ENERGY:First Mtg. of the semestter tonight at 7 p .m . in the
Grand Ballroom- "What A Way to Start a Day· by Allen Davis and Joan
Henn

1.800.648.4849

www.s,strovel.com

~bt Nt\tJ !Jork ~imt~

Crossword

AC ROSS
1_ Vegas
4Fisherman
10Hit, as one's
toe
14AOL e.g. :
Abbr.
15Harangue
16Liama's land
17B!Jilding
w1ng
181roquois
Indian
19P.ut up, as a
p1cture
20Earthquake
measurer
23Bowling target
24Story that's
"to t5e continued"
27Sight-related
28Ewe's mate
31 Five: Prefix

32Fred
Flintstone
and others
35Request
after an auto
breakdown
36Carry-on
bags have
them
41That: Sp.
42See "damp"
instead of
" clamp," e.g.
43Run off to
wed
46However,
informally
47Wasp homes
51 Sharp comeback
53Christie of
mystery
54"Ahhh" and
"Whew, that
was close!"
58Sentence
subj ect, usually

CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY: Christian biible study today from 12- 1 at the
food court tables. Everyone is Welcome! Come Join us as we study the
bible. It could change your life!

No. 121 6

Edited by Will Shortz

GOCome by
61 Basic cleaner
62Turnpike
turn-off
63Tiny acorn,
e.g.
64 RCA and
Panasonic
products
GSThe " B" in
KB and MB
GGRounded
hills
67Word before
" Go!"

DOWN

11sn't straight
up with
2Catching z's
3Broken finger r+-+--+-support
4Consisting of ~~~~~
tiny bits
26Subj ects of
SSheer fabric
Conqression
GActor
al deoate
Kinnear
ANSWER TO TODAY' S PUZZLE
28Send in pay7Den
ment
81celandic lit- 29Group in
erary work
Lancaster
County, Pa.
9Harvests
~~~==-~10G iobe
30Wasl")ington
trans1t ~ys
..:::.t-~ 11 Attack
tem, w1th
aggressively
"the"
12Cider server
33Vigor's part13Locust or
ner
beetle
34Scot's
refusal
~1-fo='fo.:.:..j~~ 21 Enliven, with
~~~~~
" up"
36Fortuneteller
....:+:::~ 22With it, man 37South Seas
~~25 Heaps
locale

38Snazzy
1940's attire
390ft-topic
ramblings
40Perfect
44Grosse
,
Mich . 45Work unit
48Circus props
49" Look What
Done to
f\i'lySong,
Ma" (1970
hit)
SOLeast risky
52Show gratitude to
53The Little
Mermaid

SS" Star Trek"
weapon setting
SG" Beetle
Bailey" dog
57Take a tumble
580maha's
state: Abbr.
59Prefix with
acetylene
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"At thls time, to pass thls motion would be
to forward a motion that is somewhat weak,"
Health Service Director Lynette Drake said.
"There's too many unknowns to make thls a
strong issue. •
English professor John Allison said Gov.
Rod Blagojevich asked universities to focus
cost cuts in administrative areas.
"Last week, the governor and the governor's spokesman said with regard to higher
education, there should be no cuts to academics,• Allison said. "This motion contributes to that end. •
Allison said reducing administrative contracts would be helpful to those lobbying in
Springfield for Eastern's interests, showing
the university's attempt to carry out the governor's wishes.
professor
Christine
Psychology
McCormick said there was no foundation laid
previously in CUPB for the motion.
"This strikes me as out of the blue and too
fast to vote on,· she said. "I don't think thls particular motion at thls time is the way to go.·
There is a similar motion still being dis-

cussed in the Faculty Senate. The motion is
not specific as to which administrative contacts will be affected or how the absent contract month could be distributed.
Weber also presented a presentation on FY
02 university expenditures from appropriated funds.
T he presentation showed graphs including fixed costs; $62 million was distributed
to personal services and 54 percent given to
faculty payments. The largest operating
expenditures were devoted to contractual
services, such as equipment or library costs
at about 36 percent of more than $18 million.
In December, the council approved the
creation of a faculty-and-staff based lobbying group. A student lobbying team, the
Student Action Team, already exists to lobby
in Springfield for the university's interests.
The legiSlative action team has met twice and
plans to meet With legislators Feb. 19, said James
Johnson, dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities. Johnson said the team has developed an informatiooal card about the institution
that can be left With legiSlators unable to meet
With university representatives.
He said the card speaks for the "uniqueness of the institution. •

CLASSIFIE D

Suicide:
started in 1984, requires students who
make suicidal gestures or attempts to
undergo four weeks of counseling sessions, said Paul Joffe, program chair.
Students who show signs of suicidal
intent are reported to the program, and if
they don't cooperate with the Suicide
Prevention Team, Joffe said they run the
risk of withdrawal from the university.
Since the program began, 1,531 students
have participated in the program, and
none of them have committed suicide,
Joffe said.
Illinois State University also has a
hands-on approach to suicide prevention.
David Rardin, ISU's director of clinical
services, said the university's suicide
rates fluctuate, but counselors have tactics set up in the event of an attempt.
"Anytime there's an event where a student is identified as having a suicidal
threat, and anytime a student ends up at
the local ER for anything that looks like an
attempt, we're called," Rardin said. "We
assess what's going on, and we determine

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

2 bdm1 apartment completely furnished newly remodeled, no pets,
trash & water furnished. $235 per
student. 235-0405 or 317-3085.
00
3 =Bed---=-room------,-ho-use---=3-or---:4:-s-tude-:--n'ts.

RIGHT BY OLD MAIN! 820
Lincoln. New 3 BR spacious apt.
w/ stove, refrig. micro. dishwasher. counter bar, cathedral ceiling.
indiv. sink/ vanity in each BR.
Water/trash paid. $300 each per
mo. 348-7746 www.charlestonilapts.com
_________________00

SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS.
161 1 9TH STREET. ONE BLOCK
EAST OF OLD MAIN.
ONE
AVAILABLE
APARTMENT
SPRING SEMESTER.
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT
AND GARBAGE FURNISHED.
OFF STREET PARKING. CALL
345-7136

FALL 03 '-3 BDRM FURN .APT.
$250 ea. 1521 1ST. NO PETS.
345-5048

--~--------~---=-~00

2. 4, 5 bedrooms. some 2 baths.
all have A/C and washer/ dryer,
one with fireplace and deck. All
walking distance. Local landlord,
call Dan 345-3273

~--------~~--~00

Available Now-Jan 2003: 4 BR
until July 2003.Fall 2003: 1 BR
Both @ 1812 9th st. Please call &
leave message. 348.0673

----------------=~00
·

Available Now: Large one BR apt.
New carpet. nice.
$300.
345.6967

~--------~,...----,--~00

Available Now: Near Rec Center.
Nice, 2 or 3 BR house. WI D, dishwasher. Lease price negotiable.
345.6967

00

FA_L_L-,2-.,-00,...,3: -=-s-=B-=R--=T""'O:-W---N-,--H--:0:-U~SE.
$300/ BR. 1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED. A/C, TRASH. FREE
WI D, DISHWASHER. DSL INTERNET. SPIRAL STAIRCASE & HOT
TUB IN COURTYARD. 345.6210,
ASK FOR BECKY.

00

FA:-:-L-:-L-::2-::-00::-:3:: 72-=B:-::R:-A-:-:P
::::T:. -:c$3::-::5:::-0/-:::BR.
1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED. A/C,
TRASH. FREE W/ D, DSL INTERNET & HOT TUB IN COURTYARD.
345.6210, ASK FOR BECKY.

--~---------::--:---=:-:-:~00

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has c lean 3 BR
homes & townhouses available
beginning June 1st. All partially or
fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/ shopping. PETS
CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341
days or 345.6370 evenings.
Leave Message.

--~------------~00
·

1210 Division. House for Rent.
Great location for EIU. 4 BR. 2
bath,
large
backyard.
$1100/ month total ($275 each)
Call 235.0939

-.,----,------------:--::----00

4 Bedroom House • 5 Bedroom
House • 4 Bedroom Apartment • 1
Bedroom Apartment. All Close to
Campus. 345-6967

00

NE=W-:-:-:L-:-IS=T=I:-::NG=: 200::-::-::3,.-,-2::-:00:-::-:-4. =Nic, e.
brick house. Excellent Location. 8
people, $250/ person. 345.0652.
leave message

--~~----------~00

For 2003-2004: Well-kept one BR
Close
to
campus.
apt.
$350/ month. Leave a message.
Call 345.0652
00
ST,..IL-L---=-sM---=-EL:-L---::-TH""""E=--N-=E--W----=-c-=o·NSTRUCTION! 1 BR/ 1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w/ stove, refrig.
micro, dishwasher, washer/ dryer.
Trash paid. $450/ single. $275
adults.
348-77 46.
ea/2
www.charlestonilapts.com

___________________00

3 BLOCKS FROM EIU @ 2001 S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet your
needs. Fum.@ $435/ single, $500/ 2
adults.
Unfurn.@$395/ single.
$460/2 adults. Stove. refrig. micro.
laundry room. Trash paid. 34877 46. www.char1estonilapts.com

----------------~00

CLOSE TO SHOPPING! 1305
18th Street. 2 BR apts w/stove.
refrig. micro, laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/ 2
adults. Trash included. 348-77 46
www.charlestonilapts.com
00
LE~A-=S-,
I N--:G---=-Fo-=-R=--=FA_L_L_2-=-00,...,....,..3-...,.2.,...004:

1,2,& 3 BR apts. clean, good loc,
trash & parking incl. No pets.
Williams Rentals, 345.7286
_________________00
3 BR Apt. New kitchen with dishwasher. microwave. cent air, laundry. very nice. No pets. 345.7286

~--~----.,.--------,-00

2 BR apt. furn/ unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C . No pets.
345.7286
00
ET
= -=
T::-:H=E--:B
::-:E
:-::S:::T:--=-B::-:
EF:-::0::-::R:::
E:-=TH E
G=
REST. 2. 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE. NEW.
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067

----~---=--------=-~-=00

ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water. trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the comer, 11 11 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
00
NI' "C:::E. 7 N:-::
E::-::W.,-LY:-:---:R
::-:E:-:-M-:-:O::-::D::-::E:-:-L-E==-D 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/ PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
~-----,,.----,-,--------,00
For Rent 1.2. and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
-----=----=----=----=----=------00
BELL RED DOOR APTS . 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 OR 3463161.

~-=--~-=----~~---=_00

1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS . OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.

--~--------~~---00

Tired of roommates? Single apt .
on the square $325 inc . utilities.
345-2171 9 - 11am days.
00
7
AT=T=E""NT
=I0""N
---::G:-::1R
" "L-=S::-!--:=
1F:--::Y-:::0U
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY.
3
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENT WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW RENT. LOW UTILITY
BILLS AND A LANDLORD THAT
CARES FOR FALL 2003. CALL
345-3664 SEEING IS BELIEVING
10 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS

-~~~~--~~~00

FALL 03 '-2BDRM FURN. APT.
$235 ea. 10mo. LEASE. NO
PETS. 345-5048

~--------~-----00

Affordable apt. $350 incl. gas,
water, and trash. Charleston
Square. Dave 345-2171 9am11am.

-------~---------00

2 bedroom furnished house.
Water. garbage. a nd pool
table in c luded. 10/ mo $230
per person . 1400 18th St.
348-0288

FOR SALE
:-::---------------.,.-~1 /30

------------------ 00
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY.
REDUCED RATES FOR SECOND
SEMESTER (Jan-June 2003) 3
AND 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. LOCATED CLOSE TO
CAMPUS ON 9TH STREET. NO
PETS 348-8305
00
7
.2:-:
. 3:. 7A""ND=-=-4-=B:::E7D7R0
0=M
:-:-::
A-::P-:cART1""
MENTS FOR FALL SPRING
2003-2004. 11 MONTH LEASES.
NO PETS 348-8305
___________________00

FOR SALE: 17" Rims and Tires
Chrome asking $650. Can also
get any set of Rims you want from
13" -26" and/or tires . (local
cel0549-7168
:-::---,--,---::----,------=-1/ 29
FOR SALE: Cannondale Super
V500 Full suspension mountain
bike. Riden very little. $650 Call
348-1986

2 bedroom townhouse apartment. furnished, trash pick-up
included. 2 blocks from campus.
Call 348-0350
___________________00

- - - - - - - - , - - - 0 2/04
3 roomates wanted for summer
and/ or fall/ spring . 4 Br house
almost on campus-1919 9th St.
Fireplace, 10 or 12 month lease,
$240/ mo per person. Call 3483364 or cell 276-3476.

Available immediately: One bedroom apt. Charleston square.
$350/ month. Incl. gas, water, and
trash. Dave 345 -6171 . 9am11am.
___________________00
WELL MAINTAINED. UNFURNISHED HOMES ON 2ND ST.
BETWEEN
LINCOLN
AND
GRANT. NO PETS. 12 MONTH
LEASE. 345-3148.
___________________00

N 0 N sEQuITuR

ROOMMATES

------------~-::----00

Sublessor wanted. 4 BR house,
1st st. pay 3 out of 6 months.
$7 50 for 6 months, call
581.6521
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/ 28

BY WILEY MILLER

NoT ~I \\l.t;: 'To?
OF '(o\JR u ..\N~'!C'b
.
f>R\O~ \\'( LV=-\. ..

--,-,...,.=--=--~----,-----,00

Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom furnished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885

-..,.--,-------~--.,---00

2 nice houses, all appliances,
WI D. Available Spring 2003 and
Fall 2003. Excellent locations.
345-7530
_________________00

cKs

SUB LESSORS
WANTED: Female sublessor for
Spring 2003. Available ASAP.
Very nice, new and furnished
apartment across from Buzzard.
Call Stuart 348 -0157 or 5490223
00

su--=B:-L-=E-=s-=so~R---=-N-=E-=-ED=--E""'D:-.--=o~wN

BEDROOM. SHARE UTILITIES.
$275 PER MONTH. CALL 3453148.

----------------~00

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: 8-inch women's bracelet
in 9th St. Hall on Dec. 4th-come
to Academic Advising Office to
describe and c laim at 2100 9th St
Hall.

~~---------------00
·

FOUND: Nice calculator in
Buzzard Hall on Friday before
come
to
Student
breakPublicat ions Desk and tell make
and model and it will be
returned.
00
LO,.-,S:-::T:-:--1/-18::-.--LA---.,.NT=-=z=---No-=-R=-T
'H
BLEACHERS. Child 's Cinderella
bag with camera and j eans. Film of
little girls memorable night as a
pink panther. Please return to
Coleman Hall Rm. 3055. 581 -6295
_______________1/ 28

PERSONALS
Congratulations Jes Matherrs of
Tri-Ssigma on getting lavaliered to
Chad Buccini of Lambda Chi
Alpha.
______________.01 / 27

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1-\o\N \o I~LL 'fo\.YR~

B0 0 ND0

According to a National Mental Health
Association checklist of things a university
should have in place to safeguard students
against suicide, Eastern is only lacking in a
few areas, Onestak said.
The Counseling Center has a 24-hour crisis-intervention service, depression screenings and educational training sessions for
residence assistants, but Onestak is developing a few more services.
A suicide section was recently added to
the center's Web site, and an anonymous
screening program is in the works. Onestak
also hopes to start a transitional support program to inform incoming freshman about
the Counseling Center.
Eastern also hosts a suicide conference every s pring in memory of Tom
Bonine Jr., a student who took his own
life in the summer of 1998. The conference was started in 2000 by Bonine's
father, who wanted to give something
back to Eastern for all of the support the
university offered after his son's death.

SUB LESSORS

--------------,---,00
Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/ loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 21/2 of duplex. 1 BL N of O'Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
-----------------=----00
One bdm1. apts. for Aug '03-'04.
PP&W PROPERTIES- 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE BLOCK
AND 1 1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6TH STREET. One
or Two person leases. Central
heat & AC, laundry facility. Trash
service & off street parking included. Perfect for serious students
or couples. 348-8249

Eastern improving

A D~ VER T ISING

FOR RENT

Central air. completely furnished
1705 11th St No pets. $250 per student. Call 235-0405 or 317-3085.

what we should do next.·

CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1

FOR RENT

7
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BY AARON MCGRUDER

Now under new ownership!
Jamaican Tan 410 10th St. Call
Today for an appointment 3480018
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01/ 27

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES.
CLUBS. STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus Fundraiser
3 hour fundraising Event. Our programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly. so get with the program! It works. Contact Campus
Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
:::-.--:--:------=:--:-:--- .1/ 30
Birthday gags. Bachelorette gifts,
Adult novelties, Mardi Grass and
Luau stuff NOW IN at GRAND BALL
COSTUMES! Tues-Fri 12-6, Sat 10-2
::-=----::-::-=--::----::------1/ 31
ACT FAST! SAVE $$$, LAST
CHANCE TO BOOK! SPECIAL
RATES FOR GROUPS OF 6+.
WWW.LEISURETOURS .COM.
1.800.838.8203

-----~---=----~-·2/4

Acapulco's #1 Spring Break
Company. Bianchi-Rossi Tours is
"Going Loco" with a " Last
Chance to Dance" special! Book
now and get $100 off our already
low price! Your seat is available
now, but may be gone tomorrow!
Call
now
800-875-4525.
www.ebreaknow.com
2/ 13
#1-S::-:P::-:R""IN
:-:-G=-:B:::R:::
E-:-A:-:-K-:-V:-:-A-=c"""AT=-::IONS!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida! Best Parties, Best Hotels,
Best Prices! Group Discounts,
Group organizers travel free!
Space is Limited!!! Hurry up &
Book
Now!
1.800.234.7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
_______________.2/ 28

e» Help your business
en

mnlm~~o~

581-2816
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S WIMMING

Panthers sprint past Valpo
By Jason Blasco
STAFF WR ITER

Senior women's swimmer
Gayle Thnis's second career win
was one of the highlights in
Eastern men's and women's swimteam
victory
over
ming
Valparaiso Saturday.
"I j ust felt really great throughout that event, • Thnis said.
Thnis' 5:25.60 600-yard freestyle
victory wasn't the only highlight
In the women's 180-60 victory.
Sophomore Paul Luttlnan also won
an event In 200 yard butterfly to
help the Panther men outscore the
Crusaders 150-54.
"(Luttinan) had a great 200-fly,"
assistant coach Bill Yanney said.
"He is becoming a solid contribu-

tor for us and should continue to
Improve next season. •
The Eastern men's and
women's statistical dominance
wasn't an accurate picture of
the event however. According to
Yanney, the Panther's were
more focused on their times and
Valpo was using one of Its last
meets of the season to race
against themselves.
"They've had a very tough week
of practice and we really came out
and did an excellent job,· Yanney
said.
The Panthers men and women
established themselves early
sweeping nearly every event.
"We've definitely stayed on the
same wave that we did last week
(against Millikin)." Yanney said.

"We set a tone early and we
received a great effort from
everyone In the breast stroke.·
Men's swimmer Frank Muchna
had a season best In the 100/200
yard freestyle with a time of
1:49.51.
lbm Watson finished first In
the 1000-yard freestyle with a
time of 9:56.35, and the 600 yard
freestyle With a time of 4:52.07.
Rich Wahlgren finished first In
the 100 yard freestyle with a time
of 48:22, and Josh Kerchoval finished first with a time of 1:57.78in
the 200 yard freestyle.
Women's swimmers Jordan
Sheerbrooke finished first In the
200-yard freestyle with a time
1:58.58, and the 100 yard breast
stroke with a time of 2:33.41.

Allison Kenny finished first In
100-yard freestyle with a time of
54.92.
The Panthers have two events
marked on their calender - the
meet against the University of St.
Louis and the Midwest Classic In
Indianapolis which Is nearly a
month away.
The Saint Louis University
men's team is currently 9-2 and
the women's team Is 9~.
"Last time we went up against
(St. Louis) we had a couple of people out due to Injury," Yanney
said.
"Right now, we are at full
strength and If we have a couple
of things go our way I think we
have a chance at beating them.•

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Just
defense, baby!
The Thmpa Bay Buccaneers didn't need much more - for most of
the game, anyway.
Coach Jon Gruden and his Bucs
won the Super Bowl on Sunday,
routing the Oaklant'I-R!rift!'!t':'!-48-tl.
In the first mate up,,,••
of the NFL:s be t..-·~!Jllllt~
offense against I
best defense.
The Thmpa B y'•••.. " ' "" .. ···'
defense won by :::1--iffi+l:e:, -§ft~lflf!l
down the Raiders for three quarters and holding on as they made a
belated comeback attempt
Super Bowl MVP Dexter
Jackson had two Interceptions, as
did Dwight Smith, who returned
both of his picks for touchdowns,
including a 50-yarder to finish off
the scoring with 2 seconds left In

Slam:

WRESTLING

Eastern grabs a win despite 'frustrations'
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

Panthers head wrestling coach
Ralph McCausland is going through
what he calls the "frustration period"
of this season due to the numerous
Injuries.
"In over 20 years of coaching
wrestling, I've never seen this many
Injuries In this short of time,"
McCausland said.
Eastern went Into their weekend
matches with Central Oklahoma and
SIU-Edwardsville simply trying to put
a full squad on the road.
"We had four key guys out of the
lineup and I commend the guys that
wrestled because they were thrown In
there
with
no
reservations,"
McCausland said.
Eastern opened the day by losing to

Central Oklahoma 41-7 with the only
bright spot being senior Matt Veach
defeating the 2002 I-AA national champion Shawn Silvis 3-1 In overtime.
"Being one of our only upperclassmen, he's had to shoulder a lot of the
burden but he handled It well,•
McCausland said.
Senior Frank DeFilippis defeated
J .B. Shanks 16-2in his first match since
coming off his Injury.
The Panthers bounced back to defeat
SIU-Edwardsville 26-18 In a closer
match that they would've hope for.
The Panthers won two of the three
matches where the margin of victory
was a single point. Veach won convincingly 20-8 Sophomore Jim Kassner
won 11-1 at 197 pounds to seal the victory because Eastern realized It was
going to be forced to forfeit the heavyweight match.

"We had a second heavyweight
ready to wrestle this weekend, but he
got hurt on Wednesday, • McCausland
said.
Eastern Is looking forward to having
the week off before they compete at
home for the final time this season
against Missouri Feb. 2.
"The key is going to be getting these
guys healthy before the NCAA regional, but If everything goes well, we
should get everybody back soon,·
McCausland said.
The Panthers have been waiting for
almost a month to receive the services of j unior Pat Dowty at the 133
pound level and McCausland has hinted that Dowty will suit up against the
Tigers.
The Panthers have four meets until
they host the NCAA West Regional In
Lantz Arena.

Youngstown
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Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

Happy 21st Anita

f :
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"Steer Clear of
Potholes!"

ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA
would cordially like to invite you to come to
Spring Informal Rush on Tuesday January 28m
and Wednesday January 29m at 7:00 pm.
Come join us in the Chapter House (1004 Greek Court)
dressed in casual attire.
For more information or a ride call
Kelly at 581 -6571 .
....Don't forget to R.S.V.P! ....

Panthers came out of the huddle without senior guard
Henry Domercant. The nation's second leading scorer
sat for the rest of the half and watched his teammates
outscore Aurora 18-8.
"We don't want Henry to have to carry the team every
night and right now he's not getting any breaks,•
Samuels said.
"(Henry) really wasn't really up for the game tonight,"
senior guard J.R. Reynolds said. "I saw It In his eyes.·
For the first time since the opening Boise State contest,
freshman Josh Gomes came off the bench to provide a
big lift for the Panthers. Gomes earned 12 points {all in
the first half), seven rebounds and five assists.
"Josh Gomes had a nice outing and this home stand is
specifically Important for us to get Josh more minutes,"
Samuels said.
However, Aurora was able to survive the late first half
run to go Into the locker room with a respectable 11-polnt
deficit by matching the taller Eastern team In points In
the paint.
Early turnovers and consecutive fast break points
drew the Spartans to four points and forced Eastern to
change offensive sets.
"We decided to go toward a UCLA high post offense,"

xt•s always best to
make an CIIJPOitlnwnt at
.... Health

2363

Make a Viewing
Appointment Today!
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IND OO R TRA C K

Eastern's Driver helps
Panthers take pole position
By Matt Williams
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS EDITOR

The Eastern men's and women's track
teams had another good showing at home
on Saturday In the EIU Quadrangular by
posting first place finishes In several
events.
Men's head coach Tom Akers was
pleased to see his athletes show some
Improvement and have an Increasing bond
as a team.
"We had a good weekend and we were
able to Improve on some of our performances from last weekend,• Akers said.
"I think we are starting to pull together
as a team. Guys are getting to know each
other a little better and I think there Is
starting to be a better bond and camaraderie."
The Panthers got strong showings from
two of their short distance runners James
Benson and Roger Driver.
Benson placed first In the 60 meter dash
and second In the 200 meter dash while
Driver placed first In the 200 and second
In the 400. Both were also a part of the
4x400 meter relay team that tied for first

Streak:

with UW-Milwaukee with a time of
3:20.32.
Kyle O'Brien and Jeff Jonaitls placed
first and second In the 3,000 meter run
while Josh Vance and Andy Derks did the
same In the mile run.
The men's jumpers also had good performances.
Jason Stark finished second In both the
longjump and triple jump, Marcel Morgan
placed first In the long jump and Casey
Becker took first In high jump.
The women also had a few runners place
In the top spots.
Lexie Nuckolls was tops In the 60 meter
dash with a time of 7.87. Alicia Harris
placed first In the 400 meter dash and second In the 200.
Long distance runner Nicole Millie! finished second In the mile run and third In
8,000 meter behind teammate Amanda
Galvin.
Jennifer Cowan j umped to second place
finishes In both the long jump and the
triple jump.
Both teams travel to compete at the
University of Illinois on Saturday In
Champaign.

iron.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

chance to tie the game at 70, but
missed her shot when she tried to
penetrate through the lane. IPFW
grabbed the rebound and Eastern
was forced to Intentionally foul
Bruening.
Bruening missed the first of her
double-bonus free throws, but
made the second with seven seconds remaining.
On the following play, Dailey
sprung free off a pick by Gossett
and had an open look at the basket
for the chance to send the game to
overtime. However, her shot flew
j ust a bit too far and hit the back

"The tough part Is we are such
an Inconsistent team right now,"
freshman guard Megan Sparks
said. "Not everybody showed up
tonight, including myself."
Sparks' 3-for-5 shooting from
behind the arc accounted for all of
her nine points In the game.
The Mastodons had won two
games at neutral s ites earlier In the
season, but picked up their first
road win of the year.
"We didn't deserve to win
tonight,• Eastern head coach Linda
Wunder said. "IPFW out hustled us
and out played us. They wanted It
more and deserved to win 'cause
you can't show up In the last three

Eastern seniors Andy Derks Oeft) and Josh Vance (second from left) lead the pack during a distance running event at Saturday's EIU Quadrangular meet Saturday in Lantz Fieldhouse. Vance
won the event and Derks finished second.

minutes and hope to win."
The Panthers struggled from
the opening tip, without starting
point guard Ashley Kearney In
the lineup, who might be out for
the remainder of the season
after aggravating the back
injury that kept her out most of
last season. Eastern made j ust
one-third of Its field goals and
committed 10 turnovers in the
half. The Panthers were behind
by 10 In the first half, but a 9-5
run In the last four minutes
made It a s ix-point ball game at
halftime.
Eastern could not stop the
Mastodons' j unior guard Amy
Gearlds, who leads IPFW In scor-

lng this season. Gearlds had a hot
hand In the first half; she made 7of-12 from the field, including 5-of7 from long distance. She beat her
season average (14.8 ppg) for scorIng 11 minutes Into the game with
16 points and finished the half with
19.
"They told us before the game
(Gearlds) was a gunner,· Sparks
said. "Every time she gets the ball
she's gonna take the shot.·
The Panthers found their shootlng touch In the second half makIng a blistering 63 percent.
Gossett led the charge with 14
second-half points and finished the
game with a team-high 16.
Dailey made 3-of-5 shots in the

second half and finished the
game with 12 points, thanks In
part to a perfect 4-for-4 night at
the charity stripe. Junior forward
Katie Meyers added 10 points In
the game and held Gearlds to 2of-10 from the field In the second
half.
The non-conference loss Is
unsettling for the Panthers, who
will face the preseason favorite In
the Ohio Valley Conference, Austin
Peay, Monday. The Governors (113, 4-0) are led by senior guard
Brooke Armistead, who averages
over 18 points a game.
"We have Issues and things we
have to take care of before the
Austin Peay game," Wunder said.
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Eastern Illinois University
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RYSH PHI KAPPA THETA
Join us on Tuesday January 28th
at thePhi Kappa Theta House
foran Informational Dinner
for information and rides
call the house at 345-4371

"Join The Newest Fraternity on Campus"

UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO
TEACHING EDUCATION MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for University to Teacher Education and to
initiate the selection process. Students who have not previously applied must attend a
meeting. The following meetings are available Spring semester, 2003 to initiate the selection
process:
Wednesday, January 29, 2003
Monday, February 10, 2003
Tuesday, March 18, 2003
Tuesday, April 1, 2003
Monday, April14, 2003

5-5:50 p.m.
4-4:50 p.m.
1-1:50 p.m.
6-6:50 p.m.
3-3:50 p.m.
Registration is not required

1501
1501
1501
1501
1501

Buzzard
Buzzard
Buzzard
Buzzard
Buzzard

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

The next opportunity to initiate the selection process and apply for University Admission to
Teacher Education will be during the Summer Semester, 2003.
Dr. Douglas J. Bower, Associate Dean
College of Education and Professional Studies
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LONG SHOT

Matt Meinheit
SPORTS EDITOR

Learning the
ABCs of
broadcasting
It wasn't super at all.
The 37th installment of
America's greatest tribute to
commercialJsm continued its
grand tradition of broadcasting
at its worst.
With ABC outbidding the
likes of FOX and CBS for the
broadcast rights to one of the
single-most-Viewed television
events of every year, It brings to
the game one of the worst
broadcast teams In NFL history.
When the leader of the
broadcast team is John
Madden, It can't be good. Some
of the witty Maddenisms durIng the first half included "this
is going to be a very, very good
match up, • referring to
Buccaneers Wide receiver
Keyshawn Johnson and
Raiders cornerback Rod
Woodson. Madden also said of
the Raiders, "If they stew In the
locker room, they need to stew
up some offense." John, if you
are going to continue your
career In broadcasting, get
yourself a word of the day calender or thesaurus. Hopefully,
someone making more money
than the average person Is
making that money because
they are talented or Intelligent,
not j ust because he used to
coach In the NFL and spews out
one word catch phrases like
"Wham!," "Bam! " and "Boom!"
Maybe all the Tinactin he has
been hawking over the years
has gone to his brain or maybe a
crate of hammers fell on him
while he was shooting an Ace
Hardware commercial.
Hopefully ABC will realize that
football is not fun to watch
when a 4-year-old could offer
the same level of insight Into the
game as the color commentator.
Then look at Madden's partner In crime - Al Micheals.
This line comes from the well
duh files. "There is a difference between being behind 16-3
than being behind 20-3. •
Micheals said these words durIng the Buccaneers last possession of the first half. It must be
hard trying to fill every second
of a four-hour football game,
but that is just the price that
needs to be paid for the gruelIng schedule of working one
night a week, 25 weeks a year.
There is sideline commentator and NFL resident village
idiot Melissa Stark. There's
something funny about a little
piece of eye candy walking the
sidelines amongst 300-pound
linemen and screaming coaches.
Stark doesn't even do her
own sideline reporting. She has
staff of assistants that do her
reporting for her, including a
student from Eastern.
1b put It simply, Stark has no
place In an NFL stadium. Stark
is to joumalJsm as Joyce
Brothers Is to psychiatry.
Hopefully ABC blew their
budget on the Super Bowl this
year and won't have the right
to It next year. Then FOX, who
lost Madden's dead weight, can
buy the broadcast rights and
have a decent team of commentators cover the game.
If ABC has the rights again,
Viewers might be better off If
they exercise their mute buttons.

W basketball at Austin Peay
Wbasketballvs. SEMO
M basketball vs. Tenn. Tech
W basketball vs. Tem. State
M basketball vs. Tenn. State

5:30 p.m.
5:15p.m. L.antzArena
7:10p.m. Lantz Arena
5:15 p.m. Lantz Arena
7:10p.m. Lantz Arena

MEN'S BASKETBALL

A
Spartan
slam
+ Panthers dunk Division Ill Aurora's
upset hopes despite late second-half rally
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

It's very possible that the Aurora Spartans had the
crowd at Lantz Arena asking themselves one question who would've known?
Who would've known that on the road, one of the
nation's best Division III teams could
Aurora
contend With a struggling D-I midSpartans
major?
72
Panthers head coach Rick Samuels
knew.
After his team's disappointing overEastern
time road loss to Austin Peay
Panthers
Thursday night, Samuels predicted In
80
his post-game press conference this
type of outcome against Aurora.
"It could be a long night, • Samuels said.
Samuels looked like a prophet as Eastern struggled to
defeat Aurora 80-72 Saturday night.
With seven minutes left, Samuels was forced to call a
30-second timeout because the Panthers were up by a
single point and weren't sensing any fear out of the
Spartans.
"They weren't scared at all," junior forward Jesse
Mackinson said. "Our biggest problem was stopping their
runs."
After the timeout, Samuels made a crucial decision not
just for this game but also for the entire season. The
SEE SLAM

Eastern senior Henry Domercant slams the ball home for two of his team-high 18 points
during the Panthers' 80-72 win over Aurora University Saturday in Lantz Arena.

+ Page 10

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Three-game streak chances strike out
+ Eastern misses threepointer that would've
sent game to overtime
By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS EDITOR

The attempt of the Eastern
women's basketball team to Win
three consecutive games for the
first time since the 1997-98 season
was literally off by just a few Inches In a 71-68 loss to Indiana Purdue
Fort Wayne Friday.
After playing a sub-par first
half, even by
IP-Fort Wayne
the 3-13, 2-3
Mastadons
Panthers stan71
dards,
they
clawed
their
way back to tie
Eastern
the game by the
Panthers
m iddle of the
68
second
half.
However, IPFW
reclaimed the lead In the closing
minutes of the game.
The Panthers made a final
assault against the Mastodons (415) In the last two and a half minutes of the game. The Panthers
were trailing by eight when sophomore guard Sarah Riva drilled a
three-pointer from the wing with
2:24 on the clock to make It a fivepoint game. The Mastodons made
It a six point lead when junior
guard Maggie Bruening split a pair
of free throws.
Junior guard Lauren Dailey
made her presence felt late In the
game when she sunk a shot to cut
the lead to four. She followed up
the shot by forcing a turnover
while the Mastodons were trying to
bring the ball up court. Dailey
attempted a three-pointer that
rimmed out, but was recovered by
senior forward Brooke Gossett,

COLIN MCAULIFFE/ PHOTO EDITOR

Eastern sophomore guard Rachel Karos works to push the ball around IUPU-Fort Wayne's Courtney Nicley during
Friday's 71-68 Panther loss to the Mastodons in Lantz Arena.

who found Dailey with a pass for
an easy layup.
Bruening split another pair of
free throws to make the score 6966. The Panthers answered with a

layup by Gossett with 42 seconds
left to play.
The Mastodons added two more
to their lead by making 2-of-4 from
the free throw line in the next 35

seconds.
Between the free throws, sophomore guard Rachel Karas had a
SEE STREAK
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